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BASIS OF  ISLAM AND JIHAD

 

 Islam is based on fanatical devotion to the Qur’an and Muhammad’s examples above everything else. 
Muhammad used the most vile and horrible methods such as ethnic cleansing, secret assassinations, 
kidnappings, robbery, deceit and cunning in the propagation of  Islam and domination of other people. 

 

 Fighting jihad is prescribed for all Muslims (2.216). Jihad stands on two legs. One is terror and the 
other is deception or Taqiyyah. Both are essential for the advancement of Islam. Militants do jihad with 
violence and moderates do jihad with Taqiyyah. Moderates hold you down infidels while militants cut 
your throats.

 

 Here are some opinions from scholars of Islam on how to solve the Islam problem:  

 

DR. WAFA SULTAN

 

Expose Islam

 

The pervasive political correctness in our society is an epidemic of great proportions. With its moral 
relativism and multiculturalism, it leads to a drastic decline of Western values, and if it continues 
unrestrained, it may well lead to the destruction of Western civilization as we know it today. Truth 
about  Islam must be freely disbursed to fight it.

 

 NONNIE DARWESH: 

 

Stop Political Correctness

 

    The West must realize that it is not doing itself or the Muslim world a favor by political correctness 
-- which actually has a negative effect on Muslims trying to reform their system. Western PC is telling 
them we just love you the way you are, terrorism, hate speech, good and bad, we still love you. The 
West must demand reciprocity and equal treatment from Muslim countries. If they build mosques in 
the US then we must have the right to build a Church in Saudi Arabia and other Muslim countries. By 
accepting a one way cultural impact from Islam, we are welcoming a disaster waiting to happen.

 

DR. HABIRA

 

A multi-lingual television channel should be launched with the sole purpose of providing correct 
information about  Islam and challenging its dogmas, where apostates, critics, and reformers should 
have a voice to disseminate the truth about Islam.

 

Removing  Islam from the category of religions and justly placing it as a dangerous political movement 
is the only solution.

 

ABUL KASIM

  

It is impossible to negotiate or compromise with  Islam to secure permanent peace (like Israelis and 
Palestinians or Kashmir and India). Anyone having the slightest humanism, conscience, and 
compassion should be appalled at the Islamic theology.. It is time that the entire humanity realizes the 
futility of engaging in inter-faith dialogue with Islam. As long as the unbelievers are treated as animals 
in Islam, it is not possible to have equal rights is Islamic societies. 

We need the world to realize this truth and to unite together. Truly, the world is permanently divided 
into two warring camps: the world of humans (Islam) and the world of ‘animals’ (non-Islam). Without 
wasting time in endless dialogues, let us accept this reality and do what we must do to defend our 
freedom and civilization.

 

HUGH FITZGERALD

 

Stop Muslim immigration, make the country Islam-unfriendly

  Completely stop Muslim immigration and make our countries Islam-unfriendly, thus presenting the 
Muslims already here between the options of adapting to our societies or leaving if they desire Shari’a 
law. Even whispering about Jihad should be grounds for expulsion and revoking citizenship.

 

FJORDMAN

 

The real crime, and the real betrayal, would be to sacrifice centuries of advances in human freedom as 
well as the future of our children and grandchildren to appease Muslims who contribute virtually 
nothing to our societies and are hostile to their very foundations.

The Sudeten Germans, some 3.5 million people, had shown themselves to be a dangerous fifth column 
without any loyalty to the state. The Czech government thus expelled them from its land in 1946. 
Muslims in the west are Sudeten Germans of Csechslovakia. They must be handled the same 
way.                                                       

                     

 

  ROBERT SPENCER

 

 

•          To protect ourselves, there should be a moratorium on Muslim immigration, combined with a 
clear notice to Muslims in the United States that any action on behalf of Shari’a should be punished 
under Section 2385.

•         Misinformation about  Islam must be eliminated and truth about  Islam spoken openly. 
  

 CRAIG WINN

 

Media and Press to Declare  Islam Satanic

 

It is the duty of the media and press is to learn and to  tell the truth about  Islam they can learn all they 
want on prophetofdoom.net  Once people realize that  Islam is a satanic religion which is he the 
brainchild of a pedophile, a robber, rapist, killer  Islam will lose all sympathies and followers.

 

GEERT WILDER

 

BAN THE QUR’AN 

 

 Islam is not a religion. It is a totalitarian ideology, a doctrine of hate and violence. Qur’an tells 
Muslims what are they expected to do with unbelievers: they are to be killed. 

Qur’an stands at the heart of terrorism which in reality is their Jihad. Problems of  Islam are at the core 
of Islam, and do not belong to its fringes. I have warned against the dangers of the Koran and Islam. 
Koran must be banned like Meinkampf,  Islam declared a non religion and the mass immigration of 
Muslims must be stopped

 

M.A.KHAN

 

SHAME THEM OUT OF ISLAM

 

What might work, something that has not been tried, is what I personally call 'shaming the Muslims out 
of Islam'.  Islam is a horrible and shameful ideology, unfit for the civilized world. But most Muslims, 
who are average human beings, do not know what is actually in the Qur’an and Sunnah, or, they have 
never analyzed the contents of Islam's fundamental texts critically. They have no idea what it means to 
be a true Muslim and how shameful it is in the modern civilized conscience. If they are made aware of 
the true nature of Islam, they will leave this barbaric and dehumanizing cult in large numbers.  Islam 
will be condemned to the dustbin of history where it always belonged.

I think that this so-called moderate variety of Muslims can easily be dissociated from Islam. What we 
need to do is to say the truth that  Islam is not a "religion of peace" as goes the popular discourse, but a 
barbaric, inhuman and uncivilized cult; that Muhammad was not a noble, a perfect man for all time, but 
he was a brutal plunderer and mass-murderer lusting for power, wealth and sex; that he was a sex-
maniac with a pedophilic urge for a kid as young as six when he was in his 50s and not far from death; 
that Islam, as initiated by Prophet Muhammad, is a barbaric institution of imperialism, forced 
conversion, and slavery and sex-concubinage. Islam, as depicted in its sacred texts, is more horrifying 
than this.

What we need is to hold the pages of the Qur’an, prophetic traditions and biographies, and Islamic 
history bare to Muslims and to the world. This will be enough to shame the Muslims out of Islam.

 

DR. ALI SINA
 
There is only one realistic way: Stop Islam. This is a lot easier than people think.  Islam is a lie. All we 
have to do is expose this lie and Muslims will walk away from it. No one wants to believe in a lie. 
Once we show Muslims that Muhammad was a psychopath cult leader and that all his claims are 
bogus,  Islam will become a dead religion in no time. I believe in the power of truth. Tell the truth and 
 Islam will be destroyed in our own lifetime.
 
Muhammad was a jackass. People who believe in him are stupid. Let us call a spade as spade. These 
people must be laughed at. They, and their screwball prophet have to be ridiculed not respected. Let 
them cringe, let them wince, let them agonize. We must demolish this fetish and break the shackles of 
these wretched people. They must be set free and the only way to do that is to demolish their fetish. 

Once Muhammad is ridiculed, once this talisman is destroyed, Muslims will be liberated and they will 
leave Islam. When that happens they'll thank you. 

It is not difficult to destroy Islam.  Islamis the pumped up ego of a megalomaniac psychopath. 
Muhammad was a narcissist madman. Just as a huge balloon can be deflated by a small needle, all it 
takes to make  Islam explode is to ridicule its loony inventor and its brainless followers. 

I know the Muslim psychology. It is all pomposity and bravado. I give you my word that if  Islam is 
ridiculed publicly and systematically, it will be defeated. Shame is a great motivator as well as 
deterrent. Do not underestimate the power of ridicule. This is serious stuff not a laughing matter. 

 

CONCLUSION

 

1.   Declare  Islam illegal and ban it like any other dangerous ideology (i.e. KKK ideology) or 
a dangerous drug. Discuss Truth about  Islam and Mohammed openly  on mainstream media.

2.   Ban Qur’an because it preaches hate discrimination and violence .(like Meinkampf was 
banned).

3.   Shut down all mosques because they all teach Qur’an. 

4.   Stop Muslim immigration.

 

    The above steps will not cost a penny, save billions in tax benefits given to Islam/
mosques, save billions in fighting terrorism. and undermine  Islam by taking away most of 
its practitioners and supporters by exposing the truth about Islam, Qur’an and Mohammed 
which have been the history’s best kept secrets. Muslims will not be able to come to the west 
and the real Muslims living  here will leave because practicing a banned ideology will be 
looked down socially . 

●     Criticism of Islam
●     Disaster
●     Law
●     Religion
●     Social Issues
●     War
●     Saudi Arabia
●     United States
●     Ali Sina
●     Ban Qur’an
●     Craig Winn
●     Czech government
●     Hugh Fitzgerald
●     Kashmir
●     Ku Klux Klan
●     Robert Spencer
●     Wafa Sultan
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